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At least certain embodiments of the present disclosure
include an environmentwith user interface software interact-
ing with a software application. A method for operating
through an application programming interface (API) in this
environment includes transferring a set bounce call. The
method further includes setting at least one ofmaximum and

bouncevalues. The set bounce call causes a bounce
ofa scrolled region in an opposite direction of a scroll based
onaregionpastanedgeofthescrolledregionbeingvisiblein
a display region at the end of the scroll.

21 Claims, 37 Drawing Sheets
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embodiment, the libraryofthe frameworkprovidesanAPI for
specifying a scroll indicator operation to determine whether
at least one scroll indicator attaches to a content edge or a
display edge of a display region.

In the foregoing specification, the disclosure has been
describedwith reference to specific exemplary embodiments
thereof. It will be evident that various modifications may be
made thereto without departing from the broader spirit and
scope of the disclosure as set forth in the following claims· 10

The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be
regardedinan illustrative sense rather thana restrictive sense.

What is claimed is: 15

24
receiving a user input, the user input is one or more input

points applied to a touch-sensitive display that is inte-
grated with the data processing system;

creating an event object in response to the user input;
determining whether the event object invokes a scroll or

gesture operation by distinguishing between a single
input point applied to the touch-sensitive display that is
interpreted as the scroll operationand two or more input
points applied to the touch-sensitive display that are
interpreted as the gesture operation;

issuing at least one scroll orgesture call based on invoking
the scroll or gesture operation;

responding to at least one scroll call, if issued, by scrolling
a window having a view associated with the event

1. A machine imp1--*ed method for scrolling on a
touch-sensitive display of a device comprising:

receiving a user input, the user input is one or more input
points applied to the touch-sensitive display that is inte- go

grated with the device;
creating an event object in response to the user input;
determining whether the event object invokes a scroll or

gesture operation by distinguishing between a single
input point applied to the touch-sensitive display that is
interpreted as the scroll operation and two ormore input
points applied to the touch-sensitive display that are
interpreted as the gesture operation;

issuing at least one scroll or gesture call based on invoking 3o

object; and

respondingto at least one gesture call, if issued, by scaling
the view associated with the event object based on
receiving the two ormore input points in the form ofthe

user input.
9. The medium as in claim 8, further comprising:

rubberbandinga scrolling region displayedwithin the win-
dow by a predetermined maximum displacement when
the scrolled region exceeds a window edge based onthe
scroll.

10. The medium as in claim 8, further comprising:
attaching scroll indicators to a content edge of the view.

11. The medium as in claim 8, further comprising:
the scroll or gesture operation;

responding to at least one scroll call, if issued, by scrolling
a windowhavinga view associatedwith the event object

based on an amount ofa scroll with the scroll stoppedat
a predetermined position in relation to the user input;
and

responding to at least one gesture call, if issued, by scaling
the view associated with the event object based on

receiving the two ormore input points in the form ofthe
user input.

2. The method as in claim 1, further comprising:

rubberbandinga scrolling regiondisplayedwithinthewin-
dow by a predetermined maximum displacement when
the scrolling regionexceeds a window edgebased on the 45

scroll.
3. The method as in claim 1, further comprising:
attaching scroll indicators to a content edge ofthe window.

4. The method as in claim 1, further comprising: so
attaching scroll indicators to the window edge.

5. The method as in claim 1, wherein determining whether

attaching scroll indicators to a window edge of the view.

12. The medium as in claim 8, wherein determining
whetherthe event object invokes a scroll or gesture operation
is based on receiving a drag user input for a certain time

period.
13. The medium as in claim 8, further comprising:
respondingto at least one gesture call, ifissued, by rotating

a view associated withthe event object based on receiv-
ing a plurality of input points in the form of the user
input.

14. The medium as in claim 8, wherein the data processing
system is one of: a data processing device, a portable device,
a portable data processing device, a multi touch device, a
multi touch portable device, a wireless device, and a cell
phone.

15. An apparatus, comprising:
means for receiving, through a hardware device, a user

input on a touch-sensitive display of the apparatus, the
user input is one or more input points applied to the
touch-sensitive display that is integrated with the appa-

the event object invokes a scroll or gesture operation is based
on receiving a drag user input for a certain time period.

6. The method as in claim 1, further comprising:
respondingto at least one gesturecall, if issued, by rotating

a view associated with the event object based on receiv-
ing a plurality of input points in the form of the user

input. so
7. The method as in claim 1, wherein the device is one of:

a data processing device, a portable device, a portable data
processing device, a multi touch device, a multi touch por-
table device, a wireless device, and a cell phone.

8. A machine readable storage medium storing executable 65
program instructions whichwhen executed cause a data pro-
cessing system to perform a method comprising:

ratus;
means for creating an event object in response to the user

input;
means for determining whether the event object invokes a

scroll or gesture operation by distinguishing between a
single input point applied to the touch-sensitive display
that is interpretedas the scroll operation and two ormore
input points applied to the touch-sensitive display that
are interpreted as the gesture operation;

means for issuingat least one scroll orgesture call based on
invoking the scroll or gesture operation;

means forrespondingto atleastone scroll call, if issued, by
scrolling a window having a view associated with the

event object; and
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